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BAY TREE CLUB ASSOCIATION, INC. 
A Corporation Not-for-Profit 

 
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ MEETING 

February 16, 2019 
 
A REGULAR MEETING of the Board of Directors was held at the St. Boniface Church 
Library, 5615 Midnight Pass Rd., Sarasota FL. 
The meeting was called to order by the President, Edward Krugman at 9:10 AM. 
 
Notice of the meeting was posted on the property and provided to each Owner prior to the 
meeting.  
 
Roll Call: The following Directors were present: 
Edward Krugman, Jack Cherin, Kreg Hickman and Barbara Parker attended in person.  
Stephen Horgan, Libby Sloan and Jennifer Martin were present via video conference. 
 
Minutes of Previous Meeting:  A motion was made by Libby Sloan and seconded by 
Jennifer Martin to forego reading of and approve the January 19, 2019 Regular Board 
Meeting  minutes.  The minutes were approved as presented, and the motion passed. 
 
 
REPORT OF OFFICERS: 
 
President: Mr. Krugman welcomed new owners in A103, John and Linda Koen from 
Osprey, Florida.  
Thank you was extended to Rod Wilharm for organizing the Super Bowl gathering before 
the game. There was a good turn-out of approximately 50 people. 
There was a nice memorial service held for Cathy Shields at the grill area behind the C 
building on Sunday, February 7. 
Congratulations to Bill Hannon, who is now a proud grandfather of a baby boy, born on 
February 15. 
 
Treasurer:  Mr. Horgan reported that the 2018 audit has now been completed and  
confirms the numbers reported in the January  meeting. The better-than- budgeted result 
essentially relates to the recovery  of back fees from an unit in arrears for many 
years.  Accordingly Mr. Horgan recommended that  $25,000 be transferred from Operating 
to Reserves bank account, to be accounted for in the 2018 audited financial statements.  
 
 
Manager’s Report:  Ms. Langer presented the attached report. (see attachment #1) 
 
 
 
 
Committee Reports 
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Buildings and Cabanas: Ms. Martin reported that Jack Cherin and Barbara Parker are 
still working on the roofing to hopefully obtain some lower quotes.   Ms. Martin stated that 
another roofer had been contacted to give us some alternatives for the BTC reroofing 
project but, no recommendations were given  for a number of reasons, some having to do 
with the problems on a similar reroofing project where the association there sued the 
roofing company and the engineers. 
 
Grounds: Ms. Sloan reported that the large oval bed under the oak trees behind the B 
building has been renewed with the removal of many vines, old plants and the adding of 
new plants.  Thanks were extended to Barbara Parker for all her work in the conception of 
this bed, helping to clean it out, choosing new plants, and planting and donating some of 
them.  Ms. Parker then projected and explained the before and after photos of  the area.  
The work has also greatly improved the views from the second and third floors of B 
building.  Thank you Barbara! 
 
Ms. Sloan reported that we have made some theoretical progress with removal of the 
infestation of the Dodder vine.  We manually removed the vines in October, and shortly 
after that, Ms. Sloan was in touch with Florida State University Agriculture Department 
which gave  her some non-toxic removal options to try.  
 
Ms. Sloan reported that Turtle Bay to the south of BTC has surveyed their property to 
determine where the property line falls our two properties.  The survey makes it appear 
that Turtle Bay’s property extends 3- 5 feet into what was thought to be BTC’s property.  If 
correct, that could mean that the Australian Pines that BTC has maintained since the 
1970s may surprisingly belong to Turtle Bay.    Ms. Sloan plans to meet with the Turtle 
Bay board when she returns.  Don Wagner, a past Board President, volunteered to contact 
Bob Murtha to see if he has any past knowledge on this subject. 
 
Scott MacKenzie mentioned that with the survey having been done, it would be a good 
time to mark the areas where the flags are in order to do some measurements of the BTC 
property.  Jack Cherin agreed to ask that the flags be left up. 
 
Mr. Krugman mentioned that he has slides from when BTC was first built, and has offered 
to put them on a digital disk for all to enjoy. 
 
Insurance: Mr. Hickman reported that not much has changed since January.  The bills 
will come due in May and we will wait to see if the hurricane Michael devastation will impact 
the numbers. 
 
Communications: Ms. Sloan encouraged owners, renters, and guests to reply to a survey 
from Sarasota County about charging for parking at the Siesta Beach.   
 
Docks: Mr. Cherin mentioned that Jennifer and Andy Martin put new caps on the pilings.  
Ms. Martin mentioned that the electrical panel has been upgraded. 
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Ms. Martin mentioned that the osprey egg(s) in the nest at the end of the north dock should 
be hatching soon.      
 
Pools: Mr. Hickman reported that we have a new technician who seems to have good 
technical knowledge and who comes early to make sure the pools are cleaned well.  The 
filters will be replaced soon in the A pool.  Mr. Hickman reported that we explored the 
option of using Geothermal heating.  Unfortunately, the proposal was costly and it could 
have a 15 to 18 year return. 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
I. Action items:  
 
a) Owner to Owner Rentals  A discussion took place about owner to owner rentals and 

not  charging a fee if the payment between owners  covers only items such as utilities 
and cleaning.  A suggestion was made that a maximum flat amount be determined to 
cover these costs.  An actual rental would require payment of a fee to.  A precise  
motion will be proposed for the next Board meeting.   

 
b) Changing Parking Places  The mechanics for the changing of parking places were 

discussed.  It was noted that the spaces by the docks and adjacent to the A pool will 
not be available since they are needed for dock use or vendor access.  Ms. Martin 
moved, and Mr. Cherin seconded, the following motion:   

 

MOTION 19:62 Any request for exchanging an owner’s  parking space with a guest 
spot, or trading  spots between owners, must be submitted in writing to the office and 
forwarded to the Board for consideration. The motion passed unanimously. 

 
c) Walkways in B and C   Due to the on-going costly repairs of the ProTile, the Board 

has discussed replacing the ProTile with the same tiling that has been installed in A 
building.  Ms. Martin moved, and Ms. Parker seconded, the following motion: 

 
MOTION 19:63 The maximum amount of $63,000 per building (B and C) for a total of 
$126,000, can be transferred from the Reserve account to the Operating account, for the 
removal of the ProTile and the installation of new tiles.  All were in favor and the motion 
passed. 
 
II. Information item          
 

a) Follow-up on the Horne Foreclosure   Mr. Krugman reported that Horne owed 
approximately $75,000, and BTC  recovered roughly $65,000 of that amount. Mr. Krugman  
recommended that no further action be taken and the file should be closed since  there is 
likely nothing left in the estate to recover any additional funds.  The remaining balance, 
which has been fully reserved, will be written off in the 2018 audited financial statements. 
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NEW BUSINESS 
 
I. Action Items  

 
a) Move Funds from Operating to Reserve Account   Per the Treasurer’s 

Report, relating to the better-than-budgeted results for 2018, and the 
recovery of back fees from a unit in arrears for many years, the Board 
decided to move $25,000 into the Reserves accounts to  take advantage of 
the interest paid on the Reserve accounts.  Mr. Horgan moved, and Ms. 
Parker seconded, the following motion: 

 
MOTION 19:64 To move $25,000 from the Operating account to the Reserve account as 
of December 31, 2018.  All were in favor and the motion passed. 
 
 
 

b) Security Cameras For the Property 
 
Ms. Parker reported that Frontier has provided a proposal for 19 multi-directional cameras, 
motion activated, day and night, that can be programmed to BTC specifications. Cameras 
are rented from and maintained by Frontier.  The cost for all equipment, wi-fi spots, etc., 
would be $750.00 a month, approximately $6.00 a month per owner.  Several owners 
expressed their opinions and concerns regarding cameras. Ms. Parker had drafted a poll 
to send to owners to determine their interest in security cameras, but the Board decided 
not to circulate the poll since it was unlikely to yield a consensus to assist the Board.   Ms. 
Parker will investigate competitive options from other vendors, and the subject will be 
discussed at the next Board meeting. 
 

c) Owner’s Guests and Dogs 
 

Ms. Sloan reported that according to the current Rules Book, neither guests nor renters 
may have pets.  Ms. Sloan believes there had been a rule permitting  guests staying with 
owners, when owners were in residence, to have pets for short periods of time.  A 
clarification will be discussed at the March meeting.   
 
The Rules Book states that pets can be no bigger than 35 lbs.  This has been a rule for 
many years, but it has been questioned since many of the small dogs make more noise, 
and are more aggressive, than larger dogs.    
 
Mr. Krugman proposed this issue be addressed at the next meeting, with possible 
language for a rule change, to be provided. 
 
Ms. Parker suggested that we have a dog walking area sign for the areas where dogs are 
allowed.   
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OWNER COMMENTS 
 
Ms. Gardner mentioned that the Social Committee is practically non-existent.  She 
reported that the Super Bowl party was cancelled due to lack of help, but she said the 
party that was organized behind C building was successful, and thanked one of the renters 
for her help.  She brought up the activities on property, such as Mahjong, Breakfast Club, 
Tuesday Movie Night, which has been a big success.  She noted that on one occasion, 
there was no movie to see so they all played Trivia.  Next Tuesday they will be taking the 
Le Barge cruise and she is hoping for a good turn-out.  Ms. Gardner is also working on the 
St. Patrick’s Day party and will be putting a sign-up sheet in the breezeways to see who is 
interested. 
 
Mr. Krugman suggested that a report of the Social Committee be added to every agenda 
moving forward.  Ms. Gardner suggested we allow renters to be a part of the committee, 
and the Board agreed.  
 
Mr. Krugman announced that Ms. Langer will be leaving BTC and moving to North 
Carolina.  The Board is in the process of recruiting a new manager to start on April 15, 
2019. 
 
Mr. Wagner inquired about the attorney fees on the Horne unit, which was sold in a short 
sale.  [All attorney fees incurred through January 1, 2018, were included in the amount 
BTC recovered.].  
 
Scott MacKenzie discussed the savings of solar heating over geothermal.  Mr. MacKenzie 
has been tracking the cost of heating both pools for several years. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 10:33 AM 
 
 
___________________ 
 
Deborah Langer, CAM 
 
Dated this 19th day of February 2019 
 
 

Manager’s Report February 2019 

Office: 

1. Ordered a laminator for properties postings 

2. Sent notice to owners who need to provide keys. For new coded locks, please bring 2 new 

keys to office. We don’t give out codes 

3. Picked up a new extension cord for Ipevo speaker for meetings 
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4. Ordered a video surveillance sign and camera for cabana bathrooms 

5. Met with tile contractors to receive quotes to redo C and B walkways 

6. Ordered new acrylic sign holders for A bldg., due to vandalism 

 

Grounds: 

1. Bill is finishing door closers on stairwells and last two laundry rooms in A bldg. 

2. Bill has completed replacing jalousie glass A laundry rooms 

3. “Watch Your Step” signs have been added at eye level to laundry room entrances in A. 

4. Ordered new Magna Latches for pool gate lock as back up 

5. Unclogged men’s cabana bathroom several times, Aqua also cleaned on 2/11/19 

6. New umbrellas were purchased for the A side grill area 

7. Bill installed a timer on rope lights at bay side grill 

8. Leak was addressed and rectified in A 508 

9. Mowrey  Elevator  replaced packing in B and C building elevators 

10. Repaired chaise lounges at A pool 

11. A security camera and sign have been installed at cabana bathrooms due to vandalism 

 
 

Landscaping and Communications Report  February 16, 2019 

 

An enormous thank you to Barb Parker for having taken the initiative to rejuvenate and replant the large 

oval bed behind B building.  She can take credit for the conception of the new bed, direction to the 

landscapers for pulling out miles of vines  and old 19th century corn plants, hours of pulling up oak 

seedlings  and finally directing the planting and even doing a good bit of planting herself.  She and Mike 

have donating a number of plants and some very good solar lights for night illumination. 

It looks terrific!   
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We have made some theoretical progress with our infestation of dodder vine.  I have been in contact 

with the Agricultural Department of FSU and we will be doing some trials to kill what is growing in the 

trees when we can actually reach it again.  This would be a tremendous help to our budget if it works.  

We  have an FSU doctoral candidate writing his thesis on OUR dodder vine as a result of this! 

 

On Thursday we saw that Turtle Bay, our neighbor on the south side of the B and C buildings had done a 

land survey to determine the border between our two properties.    We are not sure why it was done 

other than to determine who owned the Australian Pines bordering our properties.  Both they and we 

have always thought they belonged to BTC and we have looked after them all these years.  However, it 

looks like from the survey they are at least in part on the Turtle Bay property.  We hope to meet with 

the Board there soon to discuss. 

 

 

Communications 

 

I hope you have all responded to the survey  about Siesta Key beach parking organized by Sarasota 

County .  It is important that as many people as possible give their opinion.  Renters are permitted to 

respond as well.   

Note as of 02.25.19:  Survey is now closed. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 


